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Executive Summary
The City of Whittlesea’s Zero Net Emissions Plan is a key step in our goal to become a leader in clean,
sustainable living. It sets out a clear pathway of clean energy actions and greenhouse gas emissions
reduction to ensure that our organisation is are doing everything it can to reduce its impact on climate
change.
The Zero Net Emissions Plan builds on a long history of energy efficiency and climate change action at
the City of Whittlesea. Since 2011, our organisation has reduced its annual operating emissions by
19.7% and cut its yearly energy and maintenance costs by $1,175,000. A further 20% of Council’s
emissions are offset each year in an ongoing commitment to limit our greenhouse impact to 2012
(nett) levels.
Council has an ongoing program of energy efficiency and renewable power installations, and our
significant greenhouse gas emissions and cost reduction outcomes are the direct result of actions
completed under this program. Our keystone energy efficiency and renewable power actions and
achievements are listed below.

Energy Efficiency & Renewables Achievements 2011-2020
•

12,500 streetlights upgraded with LED and CFL lamps

•

1 Megawatt of solar PV installed across 60 Council owned buildings, two with
battery storage included

•

ESD Guidelines in place to reduce the energy use and environmental impact of
new buildings

•

Existing buildings audited and upgraded saving 560MWhr per year

•

Continuing fund in place for future energy efficiency and renewable power

•

Electric vehicles, cogeneration, voltage optimisation and solar cool technologies
trialled

•

20% of corporate greenhouse emissions offset annually since 2012

•

Monitoring and periodic reporting of corporate greenhouse emissions impact
since 2010/11

•

Power Purchase Agreement sought to source renewable electricity

Bringing our net emissions down to zero can be realised by following three simple steps. The first step
is to continue reducing energy demand through the energy efficiency program. Following this, all
purchased energy should come from a renewable source. Finally, any remaining emissions must be
offset by purchasing accredited offset certificates.
Funding allocation for the energy efficiency and renewables program has been increased in the New
Works Program to accelerate actions in this area. In addition to the significant greenhouse gas
emissions reduction, this program has delivered a financial return on investment of 22.5% in the past
five years. The actions planned for the next 3 years are expected to return 26% and cut 4,247t.CO2e
from our yearly greenhouse impact. Optional stretch activities could to deliver another 247t.CO2e
greenhouse reduction with a 9% return.
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Sourcing purchased electricity form a renewable source can be achieved by entering a renewable
power purchasing agreement, which is already under investigation by Council officers. Electricity use
accounts for 65% of Council’s annual greenhouse gas emissions, so this action is a significant step in
the Zero Net Emissions pathway.
Other forms of energy such as natural gas, diesel and petrol do not have readily available renewable
alternatives, but this plan include actions to help transition our future assets away from these nonrenewable fuel types.
The third step is to offset all of Council’s remaining greenhouse gas emissions. With the renewable
power purchasing agreement in place this will require our offset purchases to increase by around 6,000
CO2e.pa from FY22/23 onward.
Each of the three pathway steps has a measurable outcome. A fourth outcome has been added to
demonstrate the success of this Plan, so that our community and other organisations might take
similar action. A complete list of the pathway Outcomes and Actions is included over the page.
Most of the actions listed in this Plan are already included in Council’s New Works Program and can
be delivered within current resources, with the exception of the increase in greenhouse emissions
offsets purchased from FY22/23.
Other unfunded actions such as the sustainable fleet plan, stretch ESD targets for new aquatic centres
and other major facilities, and large-scale renewable power generation can be added to the program
to provide additional greenhouse and financial returns.
This plan, with its clear action pathway, shows that the goal of becoming a Zero Net Emissions
organisation is both attainable and affordable for the City of Whittlesea. It will be a sound
demonstration of our commitment to creating a sustainable environment, and the successes along the
way will be worthy extensions of the notable achievements this organisation has already attained in
climate change action.
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Zero Net Emissions Plan Outcomes and Actions List
Step 1: Reduce Emissions
Outcome:
Actions:

Council’s major energy users are as efficient as possible
• Continue to develop & deliver Energy Efficiency and Street Light Bulk
Replacement programs
• Develop and implement a Zero Emissions Fleet Plan
• Review the ESD Guideline for New Works
• Extend new building ESD targets to market leader levels
• Develop an engagement program including resource for operational
energy management

Step 2: Use Renewable Energy
Outcome:
Actions:

All electricity used comes from a renewable source, and gas use is reduced
over time
• Continue to deliver Solar Scale Up program and establish interim targets
for % renewable energy produced on site
• Develop a gas asset divestment pathway
• Enter renewable Power Purchase Agreement/s for all Council electricity
contracts
• Pursue stretch initiatives for renewable energy including large scale solar
on Council land

Step 3: Offset remaining emissions
Outcome:
Actions:

All unavoidable greenhouse gas emissions are offset, bringing Council’s net
impact to zero
• Establish and implement policy to purchase offsets for Councils
remaining Greenhouse Gas Emissions
• Pursue stretch initiatives for emissions offsets including Green Fleet
planting program and Roads construction policy

Step 4: Program Demonstration
Outcome:
Actions:

Our actions and achievements are shared to inspire similar action by others
• Develop and implement a Communications Plan for Council staff, our
Community, and other stakeholders
• Register with the Cities Power Partnership
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C OUNCIL E NERGY T RANSITION P LAN : Z ERO N ET E MISSIONS 2022
1 Purpose Statement
This Plan documents the City of Whittlesea’s commitment to becoming a zero net emissions
organisation by 2022 and sets out a pathway to achieve this target.

2 Introduction
The Australia Institute’s 2019 Climate Study found that over three-quarters of Australians agree that
climate change is occurring, and that the number of people concerned about the impact of increased
droughts, floods, bushfires and heatwaves as a result of climate change has risen to 76%. Furthermore,
64% of Australians think there should be a national target for net-zero emissions by 2050.
Our own community identified leadership in clean, sustainable living as a key theme in the Whittlesea
2040 consultation process and this Plan will address that community vision.
Council will demonstrate leadership in climate change action by becoming a zero net emissions
organisation and delivering a strong program of clean energy initiatives. Council operations are
responsible for approximately 29,000 tons CO2e per annum, equivalent to around 3,200 Melbourne
households, so achieving this target will be a significant contribution to climate change abatement.
Figure 1 shows the breakdown of Council’s greenhouse gas impact by source. The City of Whittlesea
has already achieved many great milestones in reducing these emissions, including those listed in
Figure 2, and the pathway toward zero net emissions set out in this plan will build on those actions.
This Plan will ensure that Council is doing its share to abate climate change and a strong
communications program will be developed to encourage others to take similar action. Council’s
participation in the Climate Council’s Cities Power Partnership will support these outcomes by
providing public recognition and media promotion of Council climate change achievements.

Figure 1 Council’s corporate emissions sources
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Emissions Reduction Achievements 2011-2020
1. Emissions Reduction and Energy Efficiency
• 12,500 street lights upgraded with LED and CFL lamps
• 25 Council buildings audited and upgraded saving 560MWhr per year
• Cogeneration, voltage optimisation and solar cool technologies trialled
• ESD Guidelines in place to reduce the energy use and environmental impact of new buildings
• Electric vehicles included in current and planned corporate Fleet
• Rolling fund in place for future energy efficiency and renewable power
• Annual energy costs reduced by $1,175,000 and Council’s annual greenhouse gas emissions
impact reduced by 19.7%
2. Renewable Energy Production & Purchasing
• 1 Megawatt of solar PV installed on Council owned buildings, two with batteries
• Power Purchase Agreement sought to source renewable electricity
3. Emissions Offsets and Reporting
• 20% of corporate greenhouse emissions offset annually since 2012
• Monitoring and periodic reporting of corporate greenhouse emissions impact since 2010/11
Total Program Results
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Figure 2 Emissions Reduction Achievements
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Greenhouse Emissions Reduction

Cost Savings

Energy Efficiency and Renewables Program
Yearly Savings 2011-2020

3 Policy Context
Sustainability is a key pillar of Whittlesea 2040, and the Zero Net Emissions Plan is a substantial step
toward the Sustainable Environment goal of demonstrating leadership in clean sustainable living. It is
a core deliverable of the Sustainability Flagship Program, established to ensure that the organisation
can address this Whittlesea 2040 theme.
The Zero Net Emissions Plan underpins the organisations Climate Change Action Service Activities. The
core actions identified in this Plan sit within our existing Service Plans and approved budgets. Council
has suitably allocated roles and experienced staff available to deliver the minimum action pathway
items in this Plan.
Stretch activities designed to extend our greenhouse minimisation efforts and demonstrate greater
leadership are also identified in this plan, these can be delivered subject to additional approval
processes.

4 Emissions Reduction Target
Our target is: The City of Whittlesea will be a Zero Net Emissions Organisation by 2022.
The target of becoming a zero net emissions organisation was endorsed by the City of Whittlesea’s
Executive Leadership Team in October 2019. The actions required to meet this target build on a long
history of strong energy efficiency and climate change abatement activities at the City of Whittlesea
and the supporting cost benefit study has demonstrated this target to be achievable, affordable, and
effective.
In meeting this target, the City of Whittlesea will join a long and commendable list of Councils and
companies operating as zero net emission organisations. It affirms Council’s commitment to doing its
share to abate climate change and will position Council as a recognised leader in environmental
sustainability.
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5 Zero Net Emissions Pathway
The pathway to achieving zero net emissions can be summarised in three simple steps, as follows:

1. Reduce emissions
•
•

Energy efficiency upgrades
Energy avoidance and technology upgrades

2. Use renewable energy
•
•

On-site energy generation
Purchase 100% renewable energy

3. Offset remaining emissions
•
•

Purchase certified carbon offsets
Consider in-house carbon offset activities and NCOS accreditation

The City of Whittlesea has already made strong inroads in many of the activities listed above. Council
has reduced its annual emissions by 19.7% through energy efficient street light upgrades, building
energy efficiency, and investment in rooftop solar power systems. A further 20% of emissions are
negated annually through purchased offsets.
Figure 3 illustrates the City of Whittlesea’s pathway toward zero net emissions. The timescale starts in
2011/12 when the organisation’s greenhouse accounts were first assessed and an annual capital works
program budget assigned to energy efficiency upgrades.
Council’s projected baseline greenhouse gas emissions are shown in Figure 3 as a red dotted line. It is
continually increasing due to the fast growth of our city, which generates an ongoing need to provide
more community buildings, recreation facilities, streetlights, and Council services. The projection of
this baseline is estimated using the 15-Year Capital Works Infrastructure Plan and applying our forecast
population growth rate for other energy users.
Despite this growth, Councils actual gross emissions (solid red line) have remained reasonably constant
from 2011/12 to 2018/19. This is attributable to the energy efficiency measures, streetlight
replacement program, and solar power installations completed in this time. Future emissions
reduction and renewable energy activities will continue to counter the impact of Council’s facility and
service provision growth, however as the ‘easy-win’ activities are completed and available rooftop for
solar is optimised there will be a natural limit and diminishing return to this abatement approach.
The remaining greenhouse gas emissions from Council’s unavoidable electricity use can be eliminated
by purchasing 100% renewable power through one or more Power Purchase Agreements. With this in
place, Council can make the claim of being a 100% clean power organisation. (Note that this differs
from a 100% Clean Energy organisation, which would require all our natural gas, petrol, and diesel
assets to be replaced with clean-energy using alternatives).
The remaining unavoidable greenhouse gas emissions must then be negated through offset purchases.
The City of Whittlesea already offsets approximately 20% of its total emissions, this will increase to
around 33% to achieve the zero net emissions target.
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Figure 3 ZNE Pathway Diagram

6 Guiding Principles for Future Investment
In the past, prioritising activities in the energy efficiency and greenhouse gas abatement program has been
done by comparing their relative return on investment. As ‘easy-win’ activities are completed and projects
with cash-positive returns become fewer, activities should be evaluated based on their potential
environmental and community leadership benefits.
Figure 4 lists a set of Guiding Principles to help evaluate the relative merit of future projects. The Guiding
Principles were developed by a cross-organisational working group led by an expert consultancy team, with
the aim of ensuring ongoing rigour and community value in our efforts to achieve zero net emissions. They
reflect Council’s desire to implement actions that demonstrate leadership in climate change action while
applying an evidence base approach, balancing cost and benefit, and considering the value-add potential
of each proposal.
The Guiding Principles will be applied to all projects delivered within the energy efficiency works program,
all emissions abatement activities, and any new energy saving initiatives that arise, including innovation
and new technology trials.

Guiding Principles for Emissions Reduction Project Evaluation
The following principles shall be applied when evaluating emissions reduction
activities:
1. Council will show leadership to the community in taking action on climate
change and will strive to become a Zero Net Emissions organisation.
2. Actions taken to manage Council’s greenhouse gas emissions are backed up by
evidence that demonstrates their impact.
3. Actions taken to manage Council’s greenhouse gas emissions are considered
cost effective relative to the abatement opportunity.
4. Council will acknowledge, assess and manage energy shortage and climate
change risks in all Council services and activities.
5. Approaches to climate change mitigation that also support Council’s strong
local economy, liveable neighbourhoods, and connected community goals are
considered favourably.

Figure 4 Guiding Principles for Project Evaluation
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7 Emissions Reduction and Renewables
The City of Whittlesea has a strong record of investment in energy efficiency upgrades and solar power
installations. Activities conducted in this program since its commencement in 2011 include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building energy and water audits
Building lighting upgrades and gap sealing
Fridge replacement program
Solar PV, including batteries
Street light bulk replacement program
Carpark lighting upgrades
Electric Vehicle trial
Voltage Optimisation unit
ESD guidelines for new buildings
Cogeneration
Greenhouse emissions reporting

As of mid-2020, Council’s energy efficiency and renewable power activities have reduced its annual
greenhouse gas emissions impact by an estimated 5,922 tons CO2-e.
The financial benefits of this action are also significant. Building energy efficiency upgrades and solar
power installations have reduced Council’s annual electricity bills by $409,600, while the energy efficient
street light upgrades have cut a further $765,400 from annual street light maintenance and power costs.
In total, over the past ten years the energy efficiency and renewables program have saved the City of
Whittlesea $5.04 million in operating costs and prevented 27,916 tons CO22-e being produced.
The yearly cost and returns achieved through this program to date, and those forecast for the next ten
years are detailed in Attachment 1. A description of the activities within the emissions reduction and
renewables program follows.

7.1 Building Energy Upgrades and Solar Power installations
Reducing the energy demand of Council’s existing assets through building upgrades and solar power
installations is a significant part of Council’s greenhouse gas emissions reduction program. In the past, ‘easy
win’ activities, or those that offer a strong financial return on investment, have been prioritised. A small
amount of the energy efficiency fund has also been invested into trials of innovative technologies.
With many of the easy win activities complete within the assets that Council pays the energy bills, the
energy efficiency and renewables program has been rolled out to more of the Council buildings operated
by community groups. This has helped those groups reduce their energy bills while continuing to have a
positive impact on Council’s greenhouse gas emissions.
The future activities planned under this program will continue to deliver energy savings for both Council
and community groups. This includes continuing to conduct audits and upgrades to existing buildings,
increasing investment in solar power and battery storage systems, and ensuring that new buildings meet
a high standard of energy efficient design.
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7.2 New Building Standards
The buildings delivered under Council’s New Works Program over the past ten years have been constructed
to meet ever increasing best practice standards in sustainable design. Informed by Council’s ESD Guide for
New Works, these buildings include good passive orientation, high levels of insulation and double glazing,
rainwater collection, solar power systems, and responsible materials selection included in their budgeted,
standard design.
For small buildings this level of sustainable design is very cost effective and provides a good return on
investment through future operational savings. It is important that all of Council’s future building assets
meet this standard of best practice sustainable design, including those delivered by Council and those
provided through Developer Contributions.
High-profile and potentially high-energy using facilities in Council’s New Works Program including the
Mernda Community Hub, the Mernda Sports and Aquatic Centre, and the Wollert Swim Centre, should have
greater levels of sustainable design and energy efficiency technologies applied. In these buildings advanced
technologies such as solar-passive heating and heat pumps could substantially reduce future energy costs
in these facilities and avoid large jumps in Council’s greenhouse gas emissions.
These advanced technologies do add upfront cost to projects. This has been modelled as a 2% premium
applied to the entire building portfolio within the New Works Program, though it is recognised that this
investment would be focussed on those large, high-profile projects.
Council’s ESD Guide for New Works has provided the framework for sustainable design application in
buildings since 2015. A review of this Guideline has begun to reflect changes in sustainable building
standards over the past five years. The revised document will also detail how advanced energy efficiency
technologies should be costed and applied to large, high profile building projects.

Figure 5 The latest solar panel installation bringing the total capacity across all sites to 1MW
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7.3 Facility Operation Practices
Energy use in Council buildings has been significantly reduced through the Energy Efficiency Upgrades
program however further energy reductions could be realised by addressing facility operational behaviours
and practices.
Facility audits and building monitoring activities often find air conditioning left running while buildings are
unoccupied, temperature settings providing more cooling or heating than necessary, and heating or cooling
operating while doors and windows are open. These conditions can be the result of maintenance activities,
individual operator preferences, or contrary service policies.
Most of Councils large buildings and some of its smaller facilities have existing building management
systems that would support ongoing energy monitoring and optimisation, and Council is exploring how
emerging technologies such as Building Information Modelling and Smart Buildings technologies could
further this capability. These systems and technologies can help enable considerable energy and cost
savings with concerted oversight, and when implemented with effective building facility management and
end user engagement.
Improving facility operation practices has been included as an Action in this plan.

7.4 Street Light Upgrades
Council street lights contribute around 37% of Council’s total corporate GHG emissions. In 2013 Council
began its street light bulk replacement program to reduce this impact. This program has seen a progressive
upgrade of Council’s old-style mercury vapour and high-pressure sodium street lights to energy efficient
fluorescent and LED lamps, with around 12.500 street light replaced in this time.
There has been an almost 24% increase in the number of street lights since 2014 due to the rapid population
growth of the municipality. However the overall electricity consumption of streetlights has decreased by
1% since that time due to energy efficiency improvements.
More than 50% of street lights in the City of Whittlesea have energy efficient lamps fitted as a result of both
the street light bulk replacement program and the phase out of inefficient street lights from new housing
developments.
There are approximately 10,000 street lights still to be changed to energy efficient lights, around 7,500 of
which are decorative (non-standard) lights on suburban roads and 2,500 standard lights on major roads.
Over the next four years, Council’s bulk street light changeover program is projected to change all remaining
old-style street lights to LEDs, with 2,500 standard street lights scheduled to be changed by the end of the
2020/2021 FY.
By the end of the 4-year program, it is projected that corporate GHG emissions will be reduced by 1,550
tons (net), taking into account the expected annual growth of approximately 1,000 new suburban street
lights.
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7.5 Clean Transport Plan
Transport fuels account for 17% of Council’s corporate greenhouse gas emissions and presents a real
opportunity for emissions reduction. Council has previously implemented activities to reduce transport
emissions, including the use of biodiesel for its heavy fleet, running Green Travel days, providing Myki cards
for business travel use, and trialling an electric vehicle in the Health fleet car pool.
A new Clean Transport Plan would help progress these activities to have broader impact and bring in new
ideas. As a minimum, the plan should consider the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•

Transition suitable small fleet vehicles to electric or hybrid, powered with renewable electricity
Investigate hydrogen fuel (HFEV) options for heavy fleet and equipment
Standardised Green Travel Plans for staff and visitors to Council facilities, to encourage cycling,
walking, public transport use, and car-pooling
Provide usable and attractive end of trip facilities for staff and visitors at all major Council facilities
Consider renewing the Biofuels supply contract for heavy fleet

The Clean Transport Plan will also confirm a target for transport emission reduction. Similar plans by other
Councils are targeting a 100% clean-fuelled fleet by 2030.

Figure 6 Cycling lanes to enable active transport options
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8 Renewable Energy Transition
While energy efficiency measures can reduce demand, buildings, transport, and other operational activities
will continue to require an amount of energy. To meet this need Council purchases over 16,500 Megawatthours of grid electricity every year, accounting for two-thirds of Council’s annual greenhouse gas emissions
impact. Natural gas use makes up a further 9.5% of Council’s annual greenhouse emissions impact.
To become a zero-net-emissions organisation, Council will need to ensure that as much of the unavoidable
energy use in its operations as possible is sourced from a renewable source (the remainder must be offset,
see Section 7). To do this, renewable energy may be produced on-site, purchased from a Council-owned
generator off site, or purchased from a third-party through a renewable energy contract.

8.1 Onsite energy production
Producing renewable energy on the site that it is being used is the most efficient and cost-effective way to
transition to clean energy.
Over 1 Megawatt of rooftop solar system installations have already been installed, reducing Council’s
demand on grid electricity by an estimated 1,400 Megawatt-hours per year. The price of solar power and
battery storage systems has steadily decreased in recent years, and with higher electricity prices, solar
power installations now generate a financial return on investment of 19%. State government and other
grants programs are also available to improve this return even further.
To date, 60 buildings have rooftop solar, providing renewable energy to meet around 20% of the total
electricity demand across Council’s building assets. Under the planned energy efficiency and renewables
program a further twenty buildings will have up to 500kW of solar power systems installed in the next three
years. As the price of battery storage comes down these will also be added to improve Council’s total use
of renewable power.
Onsite solar is a significant step in the path toward becoming a zero net emissions organisation, however
its implementation is capped by the amount of suitable rooftop area available at each site. It is estimated
that solar power could provide up to 30% of electricity demand in Council buildings before the physical
limitations exhaust this opportunity.

8.2 Large scale renewable energy production
Direct purchase of energy from a large-scale solar, wind or other renewable energy power plants is another
potential source of clean power for Council’s facilities and investing in a new, large scale renewable power
plant in our region would be a strong public demonstration of Council’s commitment to living sustainably.

Wind and Solar Power
Large-scale renewable power plants are usually located on different premises to the end user sites, so the
electricity they produce must be transferred by the state-owned power distribution grid. This is managed
by creating a ‘virtual network’, whereby the renewable power produced is sold into the electricity grid and
this is balanced with power bought back at the user site.
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There are sites within and close to the City of Whittlesea that would suit a large-scale renewable power
plant, including major road and conservation area buffer zones. Disused quarry sites and former landfill
areas may also be suitable if geo-structural conditions are met.
The relative cost of building and operating a large scale solar or wind energy power plant is higher than a
proportionate amount of rooftop solar. Additional costs include land, maintenance, fees to the network
provider for accessing the distribution grid and other state-legislated large-scale distributor charges.
An energy retailer will also be required as the power created at the plant will be transferred via the broader
energy market. Council may register as a retailer itself, however this complex role is generally less risky if
performed by an existing power retailer. Engaging a third-party electricity retailer will incur trading fees
and other charges.
As the scope and cost of such a project are not yet fully defined, investment in a large-scale wind or solar
production facility has not been included in this clean energy plan at this stage. However, options to partner
on such a project with an adjoining Council or other local business are being seriously explored and any
viable project opportunities will be considered as an additional action.

Clean Hydrogen
Clean, or “green” hydrogen technologies are advancing rapidly and as production costs fall this fuel is
becoming a viable option for reducing transport emissions. Clean hydrogen fuelled vehicles emit only water
vapour from their engines, and hydrogen fuelled trucks and buses are in wide use across Europe and the
United States.
Both the Australian and Victorian governments are investing in projects that might accelerate the uptake
of hydrogen production and use in our region, stimulating a strong interest from industry. With a sizable
vehicle fleet and access to land to house production and refuelling stations, the City of Whittlesea and other
Councils could be among the early adopters of this technology.
Like other large-scale renewable energy projects, a clean hydrogen production and refuelling facility
involves a sizable upfront investment and it has therefore not been included in this clean energy plan.
However, options for a future project of this kind are being explored.

Figure 7 Hydrogen refuelling station
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8.3

Renewable Energy Procurement

An important step in achieving zero net emissions will be to ensure that wherever possible, electricity used
by Council comes from a renewable source. Whilst on-site generation will provide a significant amount of
renewable power, without our own large-scale renewable energy plant this will not be enough to meet all
of Council’s electricity demand. The shortfall will continue to be purchased from an electricity retailer.
The availability of renewable power through Victoria’s electricity supply network is increasing, with several
new solar and wind projects underway across the state. The Victorian Government has reported that it is
on track to achieve its legislated renewable energy targets of 25 per cent by 2020, 40 per cent by 2025 and
50 per cent by 2030.
The City of Whittlesea is working with other Victorian councils to develop a renewable energy Power
Purchase Agreement (PPA). This arrangement between producer, end user and retailer helps drive new
investment in renewable power generation by providing long-term income certainty and offers price
stability for the end user.
As Council’s current electricity supply contracts come to an end, the PPA and other renewable power retail
options will take their place to ensure that electricity supply is 100% renewably sourced.

8.4 Divestment from Gas Assets
Natural gas is derived from fossil fuels and burned at its end use point, releasing greenhouse gas emissions
in the process. While using a gas hot water system, heater, or boiler generally results in less greenhouse
gas emissions than an equivalent electrical appliance powered by a coal-intensive state electricity grid,
natural gas is not a renewable energy source.
Council uses gas-fuelled equipment to provide hot water in small buildings, heat swimming pool water, and
fuel boilers in its office heating systems, and while this remains the case Council will not be a 100%
Renewable Energy organisation. Purchased third-party emissions offsets can negate these unavoided
emissions to reach zero net emissions status.
Early decommissioning of existing gas infrastructure would be a costly exercise and is not a recommended
step in the Council Energy Plan, however a move away from large gas infrastructure should be considered
for future building projects and will be included in the updated New Works ESD Guidelines. Increasing prices
for natural gas and decreasing cost of replacement technologies such as heat pumps are also expected to
help transitioning away from gas more cost effective in the future.
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9 Emissions Offsets
The final step in achieving the status of being a zero net organisation is to negate any unavoidable
greenhouse gas emissions through the generation or purchase of registered carbon offsets.
A carbon offset is a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions made in order to compensate for emissions
made elsewhere. Offset certificates are produced for each ton of greenhouse gas emissions reduced and
excess certificates may be traded.
The City of Whittlesea has purchased carbon offsets to negate approximately 20% of its emissions since
2012, as part of its former goal of maintaining a zero net increase in greenhouse gas emissions from 2012
to 2022. A set of Guidelines were established to ensure that the purchased offsets met social and
environmental standards as well as being cost effective.
Council will need to increase the quantity of offsets purchased to cover all of the emissions from its natural
gas use, fleet fuel, and other minor unavoidable sources and bring its total net emissions down to zero.
There is an endorsed set of offset purchasing guidelines that ensure Council preferences locally sourced,
ethical, and certified emissions offsets as well as setting out the volume of offsets that will be purchased.
The guidelines will need to be amended to increase the purchase quantity to negate 100% of Council’s
unavoided emissions.
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10 Value-Add Options
Additional activities have been identified to provide extra value to Council in the form of promotion and
leadership opportunities. These have been included in the Actions list, and are described further below.

10.1 Offset Innovation Projects
Council has an opportunity to further reduce greenhouse gas emissions from activities that it conducts or
influences in the community. This includes planting additional trees and registering the carbon credits,
amending road construction guidelines to promote reduced carbon materials and processes, and rolling
out a food organics and garden organics (FOGO) waste service.
These activities are outside the Council’s corporate greenhouse emissions boundary so they would not
directly reduce its reportable impact, however if the emissions reductions are quantified and registered by
Council with the National Carbon Offset Scheme they could be counted as an emissions offset.

10.2 Green Building Accreditation
Electricity and gas use in buildings accounts for approximately one third of Council’s greenhouse gas
emissions. The Energy Efficiency and Solar PV programs are addressing this impact in our existing buildings,
while the New Works ESD Guidelines ensure that new buildings meet best practice in energy efficient
design.
In 2017 Council registered its Civic Centre Refurbishment project for a Green Star Interiors rating. The Civic
Centre is a prominent building and this project, which entailed replacing its air conditioning system and
completely refitting the office interior, was a large project for Council. As a Green Star registered project,
sustainability was embedded into all stages of the Civic Centre Refurbishment project design and
construction, and the building’s operational greenhouse emissions has been reduced by 25% as a result.
Green building accreditation schemes such as Green Star provide independent verification that a building
project has achieved best practice standards. Once certified, this achievement can be promoted using well
recognised certification branding, helping building owners including Councils to demonstrate leadership in
sustainable design and encourage others to follow suit.
There are green building accreditation schemes to cover all stages of building design and operation, and
Council’s New Works ESD Guidelines and future building operational standards will consider more broad
use of these schemes.

10.3 The Cities Power Partnership
The City of Whittlesea may choose to join the Cities Power Partnership or similar recognition program to
help promote the Council Energy Plan and its associated activities.
The Cities Power Partnership is the largest local government climate network in Australia, with over 120
participating councils across the country representing almost 11 million people. It is a well-recognised
network that provides excellent communications and media resources to its members, in addition to
extensive resource sharing platforms and networking opportunities for Council staff.
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Upon joining the Cities Power Partnership councils pledge to complete five climate reduction actions in
renewable energy, efficiency, transport or working in partnership to tackle climate change.
The City of Whittlesea has already committed or completed a range of actions that would count as a CPP
pledge, including:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Install renewable energy (solar PV and battery storage) on council buildings.
Create an ongoing energy fund to finance renewable energy projects.
Roll out energy efficient lighting across the municipality.
Power council operations by renewable energy and set targets to increase the level of renewable
power for council operations over time.
5. Set up meetings and attend events to work with other cities on tackling climate change.

10.4 Communications Plan
Following this plan and achieving the status of becoming a zero net emissions organisation will establish
the City of Whittlesea as a leader in clean, sustainable living. Demonstrating this action to the community
and encouraging others to follow suit calls for strong communications, so a Communications Plan will be
developed as a core Action of the Zero Net Emissions plan.
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11 Outcomes and Implementation
11.1 Program Outcomes
The core outcomes for this Plan are listed in Table 1. Each step on the pathway to becoming a zero net
emissions organisation has its own tangible outcome and is readily measured using information already
available within Council.
The overall goal of this plan, that is to become a zero net emissions organisation by 2022, will be reached
when the third measurable in Table 1 is complete and all unavoided emissions are offset.

11.2 Action Plan and Budget
There are thirteen Actions listed in Table 2, grouped according to their Pathway step and Outcome. All but
a few of these actions are a continuation of existing services or programs, with most sitting in the Major
Project department’s approved Service Plan.
Additional stretch activities will be further developed and implemented on case by case basis by the
relevant departments.

11.3 Program Stewardship
Most of the Actions within this plan are part of the Major Projects department’s existing Service Plan, or
are extensions of programs that they manage. Furthermore the Indicators and Measures as listed in Table
1 are already being monitored as a part of those existing services. The Major Projects department will
therefore carry stewardship for delivery of this Plan and will be responsible for monitoring and reporting
upon its progress.

11.4 Monitoring and Reporting
The Outcomes of this Plan will be monitored according to the Indicators listed in Table 1. These indicators
will be reported annually to the Executive Leadership Team, with a comprehensive Greenhouse Emissions
Report to be developed at the end of Year 3.
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Table 1: Program Outcomes

Pathway Step

Outcome

Indicator

Measure

1. Reduce Emissions

Council’s major energy users are as
efficient as possible

Electricity, gas, and fuel consumption in
Councils street lights, buildings and
facilities, corporate and contractor fleets,
and staff travel

Normalized energy use in Council’s street
lights, buildings and transport operations
continues to fall each year

2. Use Renewable Energy

All electricity used comes from a
renewable source, and gas use is
reduced over time.

Onsite solar power production volume and
renewable electricity procurement
contracts.
Gas divestment strategy.

Solar power generation at Council sites
provides 25% of building electricity demand
by 2022, and all remaining electricity is
procured from a renewable source.
Gas divestment pathway documented by
2022.

3. Offset remaining
emissions

All unavoidable greenhouse gas
emissions are offset, bringing Council’s
net impact to zero.

Annual offsets purchased and generated by
Council activities.

Sufficient greenhouse gas emissions offsets
purchased or generated each year to meet
zero net emissions benchmark.

4. Program Demonstration

The actions and achievements of this
program are shared to inspire similar
action by others.

Communications Plan and external visibility
of this program.

Communications plan and membership
with Cities Power Partnership or similar in
place by 2021.
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Table 2: Action Plan

Impact

Priority

New/Existing
Activity

Timeline

1.1 Continue to develop & deliver Energy Efficiency and Street Light Bulk
Replacement programs

High

High

Existing New Works
Program

Ongoing

1.2 Develop and implement a Zero Emissions Fleet Plan

Medium

Low

New

Q4 2021

1.3 Review the ESD Guideline for New Works

High

High

Existing

Q4 2020

1.4 Extend new building ESD targets to market leader levels

Low*

Low

Existing

Q2 2021

1.5 Develop engagement program including resource for operational energy
management

Medium

Medium

Existing

Q2 2022

2.1 Continue to deliver Solar Scale Up program and establish interim targets for %
renewable energy produced on site

High

High

Existing New Works
Program

Ongoing

2.2 Develop gas asset divestment pathway

Low

Low

Existing

Q2 2022

2.3 Enter renewable Power Purchase Agreement/s for all Council electricity
contracts

High

High

Existing

Q2 2021

2.4 Pursue stretch initiatives for renewable energy including large scale solar on
Council land

Medium

Medium

Existing

Q4 2022

3.1 Establish and implement policy to purchase offsets for Councils remaining
GHG Emissions

High

High

Existing

Q4 2022

3.2 Pursue stretch initiatives for emissions offsets including Green Fleet
partnership and Roads construction policy

Medium

Medium

New

Q2 2022

4.1 Develop and implement a Communications Plan for Council staff, our
Community, and other stakeholders

Medium

Medium

Existing

4.2 Register with the Cities Power Partnership

Medium

Medium

New

Pathway Step

Action

1. Reduce
Emissions

2. Use
Renewable
Energy

3. Offset
remaining
emissions
4. Program
Demonstration

Impact
High: Critical to meeting the Zero Net Emissions target and/or this action is known to deliver a high financial return on investment
Medium: Action will enable activities that are known to be cost effective relative to their greenhouse emissions abatement potential
Low: Action will enable greenhouse emissions abatement activities, however they are less likely to be cost effective
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Q4 2020
Q4 2020

12 Conclusion
Council’s Zero Net Emissions Plan sets out a clear pathway to guide the organisation’s transition to clean
energy. It can be achieved with minimal additional expenditure yet offers scope to demonstrate great
leadership in sustainable living and significantly reduce our corporate greenhouse impact.
The pathway to becoming a zero net organisation follows the three well-recognised steps of reducing
energy demand through efficiency measures: using renewable energy to power buildings and other
assets, and offsetting any remaining emissions through an accredited emissions offset scheme.
The City of Whittlesea has already achieved a great deal in each of these steps. Our ongoing program of
energy efficiency and renewable power installations has reduced Council’s annual emissions by 5,922
t.CO2e and delivered $1,175,000 in operational savings. A further 20% of Council’s emissions are offset
each year in an ongoing commitment to reduce greenhouse impact. And Council staff have begun the
process of transitioning our electricity contracts to purchase power from a renewable source.
Extending this great work through the actions outlined in this plan is a fitting demonstration of Council’s
ongoing resolve to be a leader in clean, sustainable living.
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